Cemetery Meeting April 20, 2022

Members present: Doug Caskey, Ken Lutgen, Mike Lutgen , Jeff Theis, Elmer Neu, David Stang and Anita
Neu. Absent, Ralph and Judi Schreiner.
Discission for the evening were the projects started the year before and hoping to complete them this
Spring.
Thirty large tress have been purchased, thanks to Ron Stang and Menards, and these will be planted as
soon as the frost is out, attentively May 7 start time 8:00 AM . Ralph was appointed to make calls so
that we will have enough help, 8-10 people. Ken will arrange to get an auger.
Doug will try to find mulch to put around these new planting so any moisture we receive is retain for as
long as possible to ensure the trees have a good start.
A motion was made and seconded that Doug find and purchase shorter trees to match the trees on the
west line. There was a discussion on removing another center tree that is in poor health and getting a
replacement for that as well.
Center trees still needing trimming, due to the dry conditions last year, this project was not completed .
A date of May 21st is set aside to get that completed. Again, Ralph will try to get 30 people to help and
attain saws. The monuments needing straightening will be done at the same time, being orchestrated
by David. David will also see if there are any grants for service through Catholic United.
The solar light for the center exhibit was again discussed. A budget of $300. to $500. for the project was
approved.
The shingles replacement and steeple cladding project at St Nicholas Chapel are still being researched .
There was a discussion about the lawn mower, it has a leak. Ken will bring this to the attention of the
Financial Board at the next meeting.
Motion made to adjourn was made and seconded.
Closed with a prayer.

